
LECTURE 3: SYMMETRY

 Greek ”symmetrein” (= commensurate, yhteismitallinen)

 Symmetry elements & operations

 Molecular symmetry

 Point groups



SYMMETRY
 Some people see beauty in symmetry,

some in asymmetry
 Symmetry is also common in nature

http://www.google.fi/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rickbethem.com%2Fimages%2Fsymmetry.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fgifted.cet.ac.il%2FFileViewer.aspx%3FnFileID%3D31349&h=675&w=900&tbnid=W1axqe24KFUuEM%3A&zoom=1&docid=XMaMwpv3kQfb9M&ei=8RhVVOLiLs27PcjogCg&tbm=isch&ved=0CIMBEDMoWzBb&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=1722&page=7&start=90&ndsp=15
https://kuninkaallisetjamonarkia.wordpress.com/2014/01/31/palatsit-versaillesn-palatsi/
http://www.jarviradio.fi/matkakertomuksia/37-kuuntelijamatka-pariisiin-05-2013


MOLECULAR SYMMETRY
Important for understanding/explaining/classification

 Molecule structures
 Crystal structures
 Quantum chemistry
 Spectroscopy (IR, Raman)
 Material properties, e.g. piezoelectricity

SYMMETRY OPERATION
Operation that generates the same representation of an object (molecule)
SYMMETRY ELEMENT
Each symmetry operation has a corresponding symmetry element
(point, axis, plane) about which the operation takes place



MOLECULAR SYMMETRY
Operations & Elements
(historical Schönflies notation;
used also in spectroscopy)

Molecular symmetry: at least one point remains unchanged
 Identity (E; German Einheit): No change; every molecule has E
 Rotation axis (Cn): Rotation by 360o/n (n = 1, 2, 3, …) about an axis,

which leaves the molecule unchanged
 Symmetry or mirror plane (): Plane through which reflection leaves

the molecule unchanged:
v: vertical mirror plane (in relation to rotation axis)
h: horisontal mirror plane (in relation to rotation axis)

 Center of symmetry (i): center through which inversion leaves the
molecule unchanged

 Improper rotation (or rotary-reflection) axis (Sn): Rotation about an
axis by 360°/n, followed by reflection in a plane perpendicular to the axis.
Note: S1 = ; S2 = i

Proper: Can be actually done on a molecule:  E, Cn

Improper:  Can be only imagined, not done: , I, Sn
(drastic chemical bond rearrangements)





Rotary-reflection: CH4



BF3

H2O

CH4
Ethane (staggered): CH3-CH3



POINT GROUP
 Summarizes all the symmetry operations that can be performed on

a certain molecule
 Describes unambiguously the symmetry of the molecule
 In principle there are infinite number of space groups

(combinations of symmetry elements); in practice ca. 40 different
point groups are enough to classify all the known molecules

 Point groups are named: C2, C2v, D3h, Oh, Td  (Schönflies)



https://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fslideplayer.com%2Fslide%2F3376502%2F&psig=AOvVaw3WEp2fApNnnw5WxpB_BHZa&ust=1600233279490000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCMin_dWz6usCFQAAAAAdAAAAABBm


Finding the POINT GROUP:
There are a number of routes or so-called
symmetry trees; here are some examples

https://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.chemtube3d.com%2Fsymmetry-flowchart%2F&psig=AOvVaw3WEp2fApNnnw5WxpB_BHZa&ust=1600233279490000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCMin_dWz6usCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD




EXAMPLE: H2O

104.5°H H
O

180°

Vertical mirror plane: 2

Rotation axis:

C2v

n = 2



120°

EXAMPLE: NH3

C3v



EXAMPLES

HCl
-fold rotation axis along the H-Cl bond, but no inversion center  Cv

BFClBr (planar, B in a middle of triangle)
Only symmetry plane (where the atoms are)  Cs

trans-N2O2
2- (planar)

One C2 rotation axis perpendicular to the plane where the atoms are, no S4 rotary-
reflecion axis, but horizontal symmetry plane  C2h

CH4 (tetraedric)
Four C3 rotation axes, no inversion center, six symmetry planes  Td

S8

One C4 and four C2 rotation axes perpendicular to C4, no horizontal symmetry plane,
but four vertical symmetry planes  D4d


